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Abstract— This paper presents a biologically inspired, 3.2g
untethered vehicle capable of both active (flapping) and passive
(gliding) flight. We discuss the overall vehicle design, as well
as its validation with thrust data from benchtop testing,
simulation, and flight test results. The vehicle has one pair
of flapping wings for thrust generation, making it a good
analogue for insects of the same scale. Flight energetics and
control can be thoroughly explored through the array of
simulation and testing that have been implemented. Integrated
electronics provide wireless communication, sensing, and basic
open-loop flight control, making flight test iteration fast and
providing additional dynamics data. All of the testing setups
and the physical vehicle working together have created a robust
development environment for future iterations on the vehicle.
The successful flight of the vehicle, including the data collection
from onboard sensors and an external motion capture arena,
show that this platform is ideal to study flight energetics and
control schemes at an insect scale.

I. INTRODUCTION

Small birds and insects are capable of highly efficient,

highly maneuverable flight. Mimicking the performance of

these fliers in robotic vehicles at an insect scale is especially

challenging due to mass and size constraints, power limi-

tations, and control for highly agile and often open-loop-

unstable vehicles. However, advancements in manufacturing

technologies [1], sensing [2], and control strategies [3] for

flapping-wing micro-air vehicles (FWMAVs) have made the

fabrication, operation, and control of such a vehicle simpler

and more consistent. It is physically difficult to observe

and measure flight performance, especially energetics, in

an insect. A bio-inspired robotic platform may serve as

an analogue to investigate various aspects of flight in a

similarly sized system. For example, many large insects

exhibit intermittent active (i.e. flapping) and passive (i.e.

gliding, bounding, or soaring) flight. Studies indicate that

this method has significant energy savings when compared

to continuously flapping flight by taking advantage of the

aerodynamic forces on extended wings in gliding [4]. If we

take advantage of the energetics behind this flight mode, we

may minimize the energy use and extend flight duration and

vehicle lifespan [5]. Additionally, the insect-sized vehicle

may be used for studies of sensor modalities required for

autonomy and serve as a platform for under-actuated control

studies and aggressive maneuvers. We have therefore devel-

oped an insect-scale robot to facilitate these studies.

In this paper, we present the development of a novel

insect-scale flapping-wing micro-air vehicle. Weighing only
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Fig. 1: 3.2g untethered flapping-wing micro-air vehicle for

flight energetics and control experiments

3.2 grams, the FWMAV has a 16-cm wingspan and carries

a suite of onboard electronic systems for power, sensing,

and wireless communications. We are able to easily mod-

ulate flight parameters such as the flap-glide duty cycle

(ratio of time spent in active flight vs. passive flight), wing

beat frequency, and full flight length for fast experiment

changes. The inclusion of an inertial measurement unit

(IMU) provides additional information about the dynamics

of flight and moves the platform towards a fully autonomous

system. Additional testing protocols have validated the thrust

production, aerodynamic properties, and flight performance

of the vehicle. The vehicle can therefore be used to facilitate

energetics and control studies.

II. VEHICLE DESIGN

Many flapping wing micro-air vehicles on the scale of

large insects and small birds have been developed and

successfully demonstrated flight. They range in size from the

60mg Harvard Microrobotic Fly [6] to the 19g Aeroviron-

ment NanoHummingbird [7]. These vehicles are optimized

for fully active flight, especially for use in hovering, and

are unable or not designed to perform passive flight. Other

FWMAVs use alternative morphologies, such as a clapping

wing arrangement used in the DelFly and DelFly Micro [8],

[9]. An additional set of wings is used in the Georgia Tech

Robot Dragonfly [10]. The vehicle presented here uses a

single pair of passively rotating wings, similar to those in

the Microrobotic Fly, to generate forward thrust.



TABLE I: Vehicle Mass Distribution

Component Weight

Motor 1.217g
Transmission 140mg
Body 180mg
Wings 80mg x2
Control Board 289 mg
Batteries 377mg x2
Battery Mount 75mg
Tail 135mg
Legs 10mg x4
Vicon Markers 13mg x4
Launcher Tab 30mg
Additional Weight (wires, glue, etc.) 150mg

Total 3.22g

In addition, fixed-wing micro-air vehicles, both gliding

and powered, have been developed at this scale, with careful

attention given to wing planform and cross section designs.

A 1.5g shape memory alloy actuated glider developed at

EPFL [11] and a 2g glider developed at UC Berkeley

[12] are capable of flight and control, but have no active

propulsion method. The Harvard Micro-rocket Glider [13],

while exhibiting passive and active flight by using micro-

thrusters, does not have a biologically inspired morphology.

A FWMAV capable of both active and passive flight

modes in the appropriate size range has not been previously

demonstrated due to manufacturing and actuation challenges

for a hybrid vehicle at this scale. This meso-scale vehicle

is fully untethered, with onboard power, communication,

and control systems and is capable of flapping, gliding, and

ballistic flight. It is comparable in mass, wingspan, maximum

flight speed, and flapping frequency to the Tobacco Hawk-

moth (Manduca Sexta) [14] and can thus be considered as a

rough analogue to the insect.

The vehicle consists of several independent, modular

components: the body, including transmission and motor,

wings with passive hinges, an adjustable angle tail, and an

electronics package. Additionally, legs and reflective markers

are included for flight testing. A mass breakdown of the

vehicle subsystems is shown in Table I. The modularity of

the vehicle makes swapping components for testing simple.

The laminar fabrication process, as described in the following

section, keeps performance consistent across vehicles.

A. Body and Transmission

The core of the robot consists of the DC motor connected

to a crank-slider/slider-crank transmission. The motor, Solar-

botics GM15, is the largest single component of the robot,

weighing 1.2g. Because of its mass, we chose to place the

motor at the front of the vehicle, to move the center of mass

forward with respect to the center of lift.

The transmission design consists of a series of crank-

slider to slider-cranks linkages which converts the motion

of the motor into a flapping motion for the wings. The

first crank-slider linkage transforms the continuous revolute

motion of the motor into a linear reciprocating motion of

a slider platform. This linear reciprocating motion of the

slider platform then drives a pair of symmetric but mirrored

slider-cranks. These symmetric cranks drive the stroke angle

of the attached wings. A schematic of these linkages is

shown in Figure 2a. The motion of the sliding platform is

further constrained by an additional linkage that operates in

a plane perpendicular to the one indicated in the schematic.

This additional linkage, when paired with the symmetric

slider-cranks, form a Sarrus linkage, thus ensuring linear

motion of the platform. Careful attention must be given

during fabrication and testing to ensure that the transmission

remains symmetric.

The wings and transmission must be matched for maxi-

mum thrust production. The inertia and aerodynamic forces

on the wing cause it to rotate at a certain frequency, deter-

mined by the transmission. The maximum consistent stroke-

averaged thrust for the current vehicle iteration is 4g, which

occurs at 25Hz, with 6.1V applied to the motor. Higher

voltages drive both the motor and the batteries too hard,

leading to a less efficient system that is prone to failure.

The transmission is flexure based and constructed in a 2D

laminar fabrication process, as described in [1]. Individual

layers of structural carbon fiber, flexible polyimide film, and

heat cure adhesive are cut with a diode pulsed solid state laser

before being cured with heat and pressure. Before release,

the dynamic flexures of the transmission are coated with a

layer of silicone (DragonSkin20 from Smooth-On) to add a

spring stiffness, which increases transmission efficiency [15].

The transmission is then released and folded by hand. The

outer shell of the robot is assembled around the motor and

transmission using a tab-in-slot method and held in place

with cyanoacrylic (CA) glue.
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Fig. 2: Transmission and tail mechanism.
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B. Wings and Tail

The wings follow a prescribed stroke pattern as deter-

mined mechanically by the transmission. A passive hinge

mechanism, as described in [16], allows the wings to rotate

throughout the duration of the stroke, changing the angle

of attack without the need for additional actuators. The

aerodynamic and inertial effects of this rotation enhances

force production. While the optimal maximum wing rotation

is an open research question, we use a −45◦ to 45◦ joint

stop, as it is an experimentally known good configuration

for this vehicle.

The wings and tail consist of a carbon fiber structure

laminated with a 2.5µm Mylar film attached using a 5µm

thick double sided adhesive. Using a tiling feature of our

laser micromachining system (Oxford Lasers), we are able

cut an array of eight wings at a time. This ensures consis-

tency across multiple wings. An additional support is fitted

perpendicularly over the leading edge and along the wing’s

spars to increase flexural stiffness. This prevents unwanted

torsion and greatly improves reliability.

Through simulation and vehicle flight tests, we found that

changing flapping duty cycle requires adjusting the tail angle

to maintain level flight, as shown in Figure 6c. We therefore

require a tail that is easily adjustable between flights. A

lightweight rotational mechanism was developed to allow

smooth angle changes between flights as shown in Figure

2b. The tail is attached to the mount with a flexure joint,

which allows the full range of angle rotation. A round rocker

pulls the tail as it rotates. A small pin is inserted into one of

a series of holes to maintain the angle during flight. This

mechanism can be actuated in future iterations for more

adaptive angle adjustment.

The vertical tail serves to stabilize the vehicle in roll and

yaw. It has been demonstrated that independently controlled

wings negate the need for this additional structure [17]. Our

current vehicle, however, does not contain this capability, but

future iterations may, allowing us to eliminate the vertical tail

and approach a more bio-inspired morphology.

III. ELECTRONICS

The electronics package is composed of a single board

with all necessary functions to enable wireless control and
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Fig. 4: (a) Interconnection between the software module and

peripherals. Shaded boxes are peripherals. (b) Communica-

tion protocol. The frame structures of the communication

transactions are presented on top of the arrows.

telemetry. Powered by two LiPo Powerstream 8mAh battery

cells in series, the control board executes flight-tests, adjusts

flying parameters, and communicates sensor data.

A. Hardware

The control system integrates an Atmel SAMR21E17

microcontroller. This system-on-chip device incorporates a

radio frequency bidirectional communication peripheral (At-

mel AT86RF233) and a powerful cortex M0+ microcontroller

(Atmel SAMD21 core) running with an internal clock at

48MHz in a 5x5mm2 footprint package. The inertial measure-

ment unit (IMU) InvenSens MPU-6500 measures the rotation

rates and accelerations in the body-fixed coordinate frame.

In addition to the IMU, the control board also includes

sensors to monitor the battery and motor power consumption.

This enables an estimation of the electrical efficiency of the

FWMAV, which is given by

η = Pmotor/Pbattery (1)

Additionally, knowing the state of the batteries helps avoid

damage, which is particularly relevant to this FWMAV given

the high anticipated C-rates. The vehicle will not turn on the

motor if the battery charge is below a set voltage.

Two high efficiency (∼ 80%) switching voltage regulators

were chosen to condition the voltage supplied by the batteries

for the control and power electronics. Pulse width modulation

(PWM) is used to drive the motor, enabling us to vary

the set of experimental flight parameters such as the flap-

glide period and duty cycle, wing beat frequency, and total

duration of flight.

B. Integration

The electronic board is shaped to mount directly on the

body of the vehicle. The circuit is a double-sided polyimide-

based flex PCB that is manufactured in-house. The control

module sits on top of the vehicle and is connected via a

ribbon cable to the power module on the back panel. To

prevent shorting of the traces, the top and back body panels



are coated in an approximately 5µm thick layer of non-

conductive CVD Parylene.

The batteries are mounted on the back of the robot and

serve as an additional structural support for the tail. The

batteries are connected and disconnected from the board

using a set of two small header pins and sockets. This design

allows the batteries to be charged without needing to remove

them from the robot.

C. Software

The software integrates three main modules: sensing, flight

control, and communication. The sensing module, which

runs through software interrupts, gathers sensor information

as a background task. An update rate of 1kHz for the IMU

data and 15kHz for the power data is observed.

The simple flight controller module implements basic

control of the vehicle. It currently uses an open-loop control

strategy to provide wing actuation based on pre-set flight

parameters. Future vehicle iterations will include state es-

timation, more advanced control, and control surfaces to

facilitate autonomous control.

The communication protocol layer allows a simple bidi-

rectional interaction through the RF peripheral to set flight

parameters and record telemetry data. The communication

module sends the telemetry values at a data rate of up

to 390Hz during the flight. This is roughly an order of

magnitude faster than the flapping frequency. A timestamp is

added to the telemetry to synchronize the collected data with

the off-board measurement systems. To save bandwidth, the

structure of the broadcast frame, order, type and number of

values, are preset by the experimenter on the host and on the

vehicle.

IV. TESTING

A. Thrust and Aerodynamics

To validate the thrust production of the vehicle, we use

a dedicated force sensor test setup. The vehicle is mounted

nose-down on a Nano 17 Titanium 6-axis force/torque sensor

(ATI Industrial Automation) and the wings are actuated.

Stroke average forces and torques are recorded for various

input voltages which correspond to varying flapping frequen-

cies. A high speed camera mounted above the vehicle cap-

tures the wing motion. This is used to monitor and debug the

time evolution of the wing stroke and rotation angles. Though

the wings get close to the sensor platform at the bottom

of their stroke, we have experimentally determined that this

does not greatly impact our overall thrust measurements.

However, we choose the lowest measured value to ensure

that the vehicle has more thrust than weight in case of any

measurement errors. In developing a flight-worthy vehicle,

aerodynamic forces on the body must also be considered. To

this end, we use a low-speed wind tunnel to experimentally

determine the lift and drag coefficients at various angles of

attack as shown in Figure 5a. For overall body aerodynamics

in glide, the FWMAV is mounted on the end of a long

moment arm connected to a Nano 17 Titanium force/torque

sensor. This assembly is attached to a rotation stage to sweep
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Fig. 5: Wind tunnel and Vicon flight arena.

through angles of attack. The wind speed is varied from 1m/s

to 5m/s More detail on this setup can be found in [5].

B. Flight Experiment Setup

The vehicle is flown in a motion capture arena with

ten Vicon T-series cameras, as shown in Figure 5b. The

system tracks the position and orientation of the flier using

lightweight infrared reflective markers. The markers are

placed in such a way that at least three are visible from all

angles during a flight. The system captures data at 100Hz,

much faster than the dynamics of the vehicle, which occur

at 8-10Hz. A wireless transceiver is mounted on the ceiling

of the arena to communicate with the vehicle in flight.

The MAV is launched from a custom made launcher shown

on the right in Figure 5b. The vehicle is placed on the shuttle

and jaws are locked in place to grip it. Copper contacts on the

bottom of the jaw touch, indicating to the overall system that

the robot is in place. The shuttle is pulled back along the rail

and released to give the vehicle an initial velocity. We can

adjust the initial launch angle by tilting the platform and can

adjust the velocity by changing the stiffness of the spring

connecting the shuttle to mechanical ground. The latch is

pushed open by a wedge at the front of the launcher and the

spring-loaded jaws open, releasing the vehicle. The copper

pads are no longer in contact, signaling the moment of launch

to the data collection system and to the microcontroller.

The full experimental setup is coordinated by an xPC

Target real time operating system. The Vicon system streams

orientation and position data through a serial port to the

target, where it is parsed and filtered in real time. The



system also watches for the change in launcher signal, which

indicates the start of a flight. This signal change also triggers

the vehicle to begin flapping. A Phantom Miro high-speed

camera collecting data at 500 fps is triggered by the system

at the experiment start. The data is collected and organized

into a readable format at the end of a test.

Communication with the vehicle is enabled as soon as

the battery is connected. Therefore, the vehicle is placed

in the launcher jaws before the power is connected. The

start of the experiment software sends the flight parameter

data to the vehicle. On launch, it starts flapping in the

predetermined pattern and streams the data gathered by

its sensors. The synchronization of the launch signal and

the start of flapping ensures that the start of the flight is

consistent across tests. At the end of the flight, the collected

sensor data is parsed and plotted. A full flight experiment

takes only five minutes, including data processing, and can

be run by a single experimenter.

V. SIMULATION

The data from thrust testing, wind tunnel aerodynamic

testing, and preliminary flight tests was used to create a 6

degree-of-freedom simulation of the flight vehicle in three-

dimensional space. This simulation was used to tune the

parameters of the vehicle, including tail angle, tail size, and

component placement. For a fixed vehicle design, the tail

angle is the most easily adjusted, so here we describe a

longitudinal dynamics simulation for determining tail angle

to achieve level flight for a given duty cycle.

The equations of motion are derived using a traditional

fixed-wing aircraft formulation with Newtonian mechanics.

Twelve state variables are solved at each time step. Global

position is denoted as (X ,Y,Z) and the body-fixed velocity

given by (vx,vy,vz). The orientation of the body is given by

the Euler angles (Φ,Θ,Ψ) in the global frame. The angular

velocities (p,q,r) are represented in the body frame. The

complete free body diagram is shown in Figure 6a.

The main body and tail are treated as independent bodies

so that the tail angle may be varied easily, separate from

the body. The lift and drag coefficients of the body and

tail are taken from wind tunnel experiments. We simplify

the model by ignoring the aerodynamic contributions of the

control board and batteries. The board is fully integrated into

the vehicle body and is low profiled, while the batteries sit

in the wake of the vehicle. The mass of the legs, markers,

and other additional mass are included in the mass of the

body.

The flapping thrust force is modeled simply as a sinusoidal

input with the stroke-averaged force as measured by our

bench-top tests. This force may be rotated slightly with

respect to the horizontal plane of the body (Φthrust ), creating

components in both lift and thrust. For a thrust force of 4g

at a frequency of 25Hz, the force is given by

FT hrust = (0.1sin(2π ×25t)+0.04)
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Fig. 6: Simulation setup and results

placed at the quarter chord of the wing. This simplified

representation has been successful in modeling the high-level

behavior of the vehicle. Further refinement of the model,

however, will include a more accurate representation of the

transmission and aerodynamic effects on the wings.

The simulation is able to vary several geometric parame-

ters, including the position of the center of mass of the board

and batteries, the distance between the body and tail, and the

tail angle. Thus, we are able to perform pre-flight simulations

with varying parameters which are used to trim the vehicle.

This reduces the number of necessary flights, prolonging the

life of the robot.

In Figures 6b and 6c, we present an example of flight

optimization for various duty cycles with respect to tail angle.

Simulations were run for tail angles varying from 0deg to

90deg for each duty cycle. The flight traveling the farthest
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horizontal distance was selected as the optimal flight. We

notice that below a 70% duty cycle, the vehicle is unable to

sustain level flight, regardless of tail angle. This corresponds

to a change in the plot of optimal tail angle versus duty cycle

in Figure 6c.

VI. RESULTS

With the incorporation of results from both the experi-

mental tests and trimming information from the simulation,

the vehicle was able to perform a series of stable flights. The

data from these flights was captured by the Vicon system, the

high speed camera, and the on-board sensors simultaneously.

A sample of the data from a successful flight is presented in

Figure 7. The high speed camera records at 500Hz, and is

sampled here at 20Hz. The Vicon samples at 100Hz and the

IMU samples at an average of 390Hz.

The Vicon data is filtered with a second order lowpass

Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 30Hz. This

ensures that we see both body dynamics and the effects

of flapping on the data. However, we find that the Vicon

data is highly unreliable. The system has trouble tracking

the vehicle, as the markers are very small compared to the

arena size, the vehicle moves quickly. The vibration of the

body and tail due to the flapping wings also has an effect.

We implemented a median filter to eliminate spikes in the

data, occurring from occlusion of the markers. The Vicon

data is thus only able to give a general trend of the motion,

rather than resolving the faster dynamics.

The gyroscope data is able to capture higher order modes.

We filter the raw data with a second order lowpass Butter-

worth filter with a cutoff frequency of 50Hz. This allows us

to see the body dynamics, flapping effects, and the higher

order dynamics present at 50Hz while eliminating noise. The

gyroscope provides significantly more information about the

vehicle motion than the Vicon. This additional data can be

used to learn more about the vehicle dynamics, as well as

being used for control and state estimation in the future.

Successful control of a FWMAV with data from this IMU

has been demonstrated in [2].

VII. FUTURE WORK

We have developed and validated a lightweight flapping-

wing vehicle for conducting energetics studies. The robot

is able to easily modulate the duty cycle for various flight

experiments. It also successfully collects movement data

from integrated sensors and streams it wirelessly. Further

aerodynamic optimization will be pursued.

With the data from the IMU, we will be able to estimate

the orientation state of the robot. We can therefore remove

the FWMAV from the Vicon arena and fly it in bigger, less

constrained spaces. We also plan to use the IMU data to

implement a closed-loop control scheme to maintain level

and straight flight. Additionally, actuated control surfaces

will be added to the tail, as well as the ability to adjust the

tail angle in flight. This gives us the ability to perform more

complex maneuvers, as well as stabilize the vehicle. A split-

wing design, where the wings are flapped independently, is

also a future possibility for greater control authority.
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